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A﻿ subset﻿ of﻿ concepts﻿ is﻿ also﻿ essential﻿ for﻿ the﻿ reader’s﻿ understanding﻿ of﻿ paratextual﻿ theory.﻿ The﻿


































































































the long-term consequences of the convergence of computer and network technologies into a 
new text medium are not at all obvious, but the consequences are far-reaching and penetrating 
in more than geographical terms and degrees of diffusion. The writing system itself, meaning 
the characters and numbers, is as yet not dissimilar from the systems used in manuscripts and 
print publications. However, there are significant differences in how digital texts are created and 
stored and how they are distributed and presented to the reader, and as Roger Chartier (1995) 
points out, new text features will inevitably change our conception of text, intellectual habits, 
































“as﻿we﻿knew﻿ it”﻿ can﻿persist,﻿ at﻿ times﻿quite﻿ adamantly﻿ so,﻿ but﻿ it﻿ coexists﻿with﻿ highly﻿decentralized,﻿
fragmentary,﻿or﻿hyperfluid﻿processes.


















shape﻿and﻿ texture﻿have﻿been﻿gazed﻿at﻿ through﻿ the﻿paratextual﻿ lens﻿and,﻿on﻿many﻿occasions,﻿ studied﻿
precisely﻿for﻿their﻿paratextual﻿content.﻿In﻿fact,﻿the﻿current﻿applications﻿of﻿the﻿theory﻿may﻿have﻿moved﻿it﻿
from﻿“text-centric”﻿or﻿even﻿“core-centric”﻿to﻿“threshold-centric.”﻿As﻿Blaise﻿Cronin﻿writes﻿in﻿his﻿foreword﻿
to﻿this﻿book,﻿“the﻿paratext﻿may﻿itself﻿become﻿the﻿story”;﻿or,﻿as﻿the﻿Chronicle of Higher Education﻿recently﻿
proclaimed,﻿“The﻿Paratext’s﻿the﻿Thing”﻿(Doherty,﻿2014).
Interestingly,﻿Genette﻿disavowed﻿this﻿perspective,﻿and﻿quite﻿strongly﻿so;﻿the﻿last﻿page﻿of﻿Seuils﻿warns﻿





















The paratext is the satellite debris orbiting and radiating out from the core text: what the post-
telecast chatfest Talking Dead is to The Walking Dead, what Madonna-vs.-Lady Gaga mashups 
are to the original music videos, what Wolverine action figures are to the X-Men franchise—what 
all the buzzing swarms of trailers, teasers, bloopers, tweets, swag, webisodes, podcasts, chat 
rooms, fanzines, geek conventions, DVD extras, synergistic tie-ins, and branded merchandise, 





The general history of the paratext, punctuated by the stages of a technological evolution that 
supplies it with means and opportunities, would no doubt be the history of those ceaseless 
phenomena of sliding, substitution, compensation, and innovation which ensure, with the passing 









































revised﻿title﻿Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation﻿(Genette,﻿1997).﻿A﻿keen﻿eye﻿will﻿notice﻿the﻿distinct﻿
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